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TRX400X
With aggressive styling and the convenience of a Reverse gear, the sport-model TRX400X combines high performance and refinement like nothing else in its class.
The TRX400X has a long, narrow seat provides excellent comfort and superb sport riding ergonomics. It has an aggressive styling of front cowl, fuel tank and
fenders complements pure-sport design with a durable plastic fuel tank. Dual 30w headlights integrated into front cowl provide distinctive sport style and excellent
function and rear brakelight.

FRONT BUMPER (MX)
08P53HN1200A

FRONT BUMPER (GNCC)
08P53HN1200B

FRAME SKID PLATE
08P51HN1200A

MX acceptable design. TIG welded bumper is constructed
of brushed, 1.25” diameter 6063 aluminium tubing.
Accepts number plates up to 5”x8.5”

GNCC acceptable design. Bumper features precision TIG
welding, super durable brushed 1.25” diameter 6063
aluminum. Accepts number plates up to 7”x10”.

Added protection against rocks and debris for the ATV
undercarriage and frame sides. Made of durable, lightweight
5052 aluminum alloy, with recessed areas for mounting bolts
and access holes.

SWINGARM SKID PLATE
08P51HN1200B

A ARM GUARDS (FRONT)
08P69HN1200

NERF BARS
08P52HN1200

0.25” thick 5051 aluminum-alloy armor plate, featuring a
gusseted design for maximum durability. Added protection for
ATV’s swingarm, rear shock mount, rear disc brake, sprocket
and chain from rock and debris damage.

Added protection for front suspension components from trail
hazards like rocks and logs. These tough, lightweight 5052
aluminum-alloy. A arm guards feature recessed mounting bolts
to help reduce exposure to damage.

Constructed of strong, durable 1.25” diameter 6063 aluminum
tubing. 4,000lb. Test rating and U.V. coated webbing assures
longevity and fade-resistance. MX acceptable design. For
closed-course competition only.
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SHOCK COVERS
08P36HN1200

FIRST AID KIT
08865FAK300

ATV TRAILERABLE COVER
08P34HP6200

Added protection against mud, rocks and debris. Constructed
of water-resistant 300 denier SurLast solution dyed polyester
fabric. Custom fit with elasticized edge and hook and loop®
closure. Features Honda Racing logo. Includes 3/set.

Compact nylon pouch is easy to store and includes a variety of
first aid and convenience items.

Constructed of 600 denier Sur Last solution dyed polyester
fabric. Water resistant. Custom fit with heavy duty straps to
keep cover secure.
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TRX General
AIR PRESSURE GUAGE
89301918672

FLAG (ATV)
08150406005

TOOL BOX LOW BLACK
L1027P06010

External measure 85x31x12cm.

TOOL BOX BLACK
L1027P06011

TRX Work Stand 17”
50500KA3820

External measure 73x21x28cm.

This sturdy work stand is designed to make servicing and
maintance easier. Black tubular steel construction.

TRX BODY/COVER
08361HA700
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TRX420/450/500/650/680
WHEN IT COMES TO RELIABILITY AND DURABILITY, THINK HONDA
The Honda TRX range is known and trusted for its superior performance, cutting edge array of features and good old fashioned value for money. Based on the concept
of “mass centralisation” these four wheel machines are built from the chassis to the drive trains to the suspension and engine with one “four wheel purpose” in mind.
And because the centre of gravity is placed as close to the chassis’ lowest possible points, coupled with their light weight - the Honda TRX range handles better than
any other ATV – period. Honda also understands that our equipment needs to keep working in order for your business to keep working. That’s why a Honda TRX has
fewer parts than our competitors – which means more reliability and less servicing costs and down time. Which is why, it’s no surprise that Honda TRXs have a better
resale value than any of their competitors. So it only makes sense that if you need a strong reliable vehicle - that won’t let you down – a Honda TRX is hard to beat.

REAR TRAY BLACK

Code

12V Rear Accessory Socket (TRX500)
08U55HP0100

TRX420

TRX450

L1027P06012
L1027P06013
L1027P06014
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TRX500

TRX500

(UP TO 2004) (2004 – NOW)

TRX650

TRX680

•

Adds versatility to your ATV by bringing power to where it’s
needed most. TRX500 Only.

•

•

•
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TRX700XX
The TRX700XX redefines the Sport category of ATVs with a whole new level of confidence, comfort and high performance. With double-wishbone Independent Rear
Suspension (IRS), a unique centered chain drive system and a fuel-injected 686cc engine making monster torque, the TRX700XX is truly the new Sport ATV “King of the Hill.”

ATV Trailerable Cover
08P34HP6200

Nerf Bars
08P52HP6200

Front Bumper (MX)
08P53HP6200A

Constructed of 600 denier Sur Last solution dyed polyester
fabric. Water resistant. Custom fit with heavy duty straps to
keep cover secure.

Constructed of strong, durable 1.25’’diameter 6063 aluminum
tubing. 4,000lb. test rating and U.V.coated webbing assures
longevity and fade resistance. MX/GNCC acceptable design.
For closed course competition only.

MX acceptable design. This rugged, TIG welded bumper is
constructed of brushed, 1.25’’diameter 6063 aluminum tubing.
Design accepts number plates up to 5”x8.5’’.

Front Skid Plate
08P51HP6200A

Front Bumper (GNCC)
08P53HP6200B

A-Arm Guards (Rear)
08P69HP6200B

Added protection against rocks and debris for the ATV
undercarriage and frame sides. Made of durable, lightweight
5052 aluminum alloy, with recessed areas for mounting bolts
and access holes to permit maintenance without plate removal.

GNCC acceptable design and bumper features precision TIG
welding and super-durable brushed, 1.25’’ diameter 6063
aluminum. Design accepts number plates up to 7”x10’’.

Added protection for rear suspension components from trail
hazards like rocks and logs. These tough, lightweight 5052
aluminum alloy. A arm guards feature recessed mounting bolts
to help reduce exposure to damage.
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Shock Covers(4pcs set)
08P36HP6200

First Aid Kit
08865FAK300

A-Arm Guards (Front)
08P69HP6200A

Added protection against mud, rocks and debris. Constructed
of water resistant 300-denier SurLast solution dyed polyester
fabric. Custom fit with elasticized edge and hook and loop
closure. Features Honda Racing logo. Includes four/set.

Compact nylon pouch is easy to store and includes a variety of
first aid and convenience items.

Added protection for front suspension components from trail
hazards like rocks and logs. These tough, lightweight 5052
aluminum alloy. A arm guards feature recessed mounting bolts
to help reduce exposure to damage.

Rear Frame Skid Plate
08P51HP6200B

Rear Grab Bar
08U95HP6200

Helps protect rear subframe, differential, rear disc, sprocket
and chain from rocks and debris. Made of 0.160’’ thick 5051
aluminum armor plate.

Used for maneuvering your TRX™ when loading or stuck
on the track or trail, this heavy duty grab bar features a
lightweight design of 1.25’’ diameter 6063 aluminum tubing.
Flag mount also included.
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MUV700 Big Red
Imagine a Side-by-Side that features Honda’s legendary fit and finish, innovations developed by the same company that invented the ATV, technologies that blend
Honda’s vast automobile expertise with new ideas designed to revolutionize the Side-by- Side category. Now add unprecedented utility capabilities with a healthy dose of
recreational ability, and you’ve scratched the surface of what Big Red is all about. What sets Big Red apart from other SxS vehicles is Honda’s focus on quality and
convenience features, which makes Big Red more enjoyable whether you’re running a farm, worksite or heading to your favourite fishing spot.

A-Arm Guards (Front)
08P69HL1200A

A-Arm Guards (Rear)
08P69HL1200B

Auxiliary Battery Box
08L09HL1200A

Lightweight, aircraft grade aluminum plates (set of two) feature
recessed mounting hardware and deliver extra protection for
front drive shafts.

Lightweight, aircraft grade aluminum plates (set of two), with
recessed mounting hardware provide added protection for rear
drive shafts.

Custom fit for big red, the polypropylene underhood box has
11.6 litre volume to house an extra battery. Includes heavy duty
11 gauge steel bracket, battery cables and box lid.

Back-Up Alarm
08V64HL1100

Bed Mat
08P42HL1100

Hard Roof
08R85HL1100

Automatically activates a loud beep whenever big red is put
into reverse.

Custom-fit, EPDM rubber construction with big red logo
provides no-slip cargo bed protection with added style.

Constructed of durable, high density polyethylene (HDPE).
Custom fit for enhanced function and style.
Features Honda logo.
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Grille Guard
08P53HL1200B

Floor Mat
08P63HL1100

Fabric Roof (Black)
08R85HL1210A

Adds extra protection up front with an aggressive style.
Constructed of sturdy, powder-coated steel. (Not shown).

Custom shaped and constructed of durable EPDM rubber,
accented with a big red logo.

Durable 600 denier and SurLast™ material is water-repellant
and provides superb U.V. and mold resistance.

Drawbar
08L90HL1100A

Digital Meter Kit
08E80HL1100

Center Console storage pouch
08U60HL1100

Allows installation of 1-7/8” or 2” hitch ball.

Multi function LCD illuminated instrument panel plugs into
stock wiring for easy installation. Compact design features
gear indicator, odometer, hourmeter, tripmeter, speedometer.

Water resistant, multi-pocket design can stash a wide array of
items for that extra bit of front cab storage.

Hitch Ball
08L90HL1100C

Hitch Plug
08L90HL1100B

Horn Kit
08P80HL1100

Includes nut and lock washer.

Heavy duty, weather resistant plastic insert helps keep dirt and
water out of hitch receptacle.

Easy to install horn assembly.

Lockable Glove Box Door
08U27HL1100

Lockable Storage/Tool Box
08L52HL1100

Outdoor Storage Cover
08P34HL1100

Custom-designed, lockable glove box door sports a stylish
big red logo.

Rugged, aluminum, with a black, diamond plate finish,
this heavy duty, lockable box provides 80 litres of storage.
Measures 29”x16”x10.5”.

Water resistant and fade resistant, this heavy-duty coated
polyester cover keeps your big red out of the weather and
sun. Features double stitched seams for added durability
and a shock cord to ensure a snug fit.
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Rear Screen Guard
08R95HL1100B

Seat / Headrest Cover Set (camo)
08P32HL1200

Soft Cargo Bag
08L56HL1200

Features square tube steel screen design which has been
zinc-plated, then powder-coated.

600 denier Natural Gear camouflage pattern adds extra
style and weather protection. Set includes one seat/headrest
(order 2 to cover both seats).

Heavy-duty, 600 denier polyester material design fits across
the width of the big red cargo bed and boasts water resistant
and U.V. and mold-resistant construction. Hook and loop straps
secure the bag to the bed

Soft Rear Cab Curtain (Black)
08R95HL1210A

Underhood Storage Box
08L09HL1200B

Universal Cargo Mount System
08L09HL1100

Seal off the rear of your Big Red’s cab with this tough, waterrepellant curtain constructed of U.V.- and mold-resistant
600-denier SurLast fabric.

Mounted under the hood, the covered polypropylene box has
11.6 litres of volume to securely store items.

Specially designed tracks and single stud fittings provide
a variety of anchor points for securing cargo in your bed.
Durable and lightweight aircraft grade aluminum construction.

Winch - 4000lbs.
08L94HL1200

Windscreen (folding)
08R80HL1200C

4,000lbs. (1,814 kgs.) Includes winch assembly, wired remote,
mounting hardware and wiring for easy installation. Auxiliary
Battery Box/Battery required. Limited lifetime warranty.

Pivoting two piece windscreen allows for increased airflow.
Polycarbonate with durable scratch resistant coating.

